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ABSTRACT 
Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is increasingly used across industries for the integrated 
modelling of complex systems to support model-based development and provide enhanced traceability 
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function modelling methodology in MBSE by introducing an approach based on flow heuristics guided 
by the System State Flow Diagram schema. This provides function representations with an enhanced 
integrity in MBSE facilitating the solution-agnostic architecture modelling, and supports integrated 
simulation and function failure reasoning based on MBSE. The approach is illustrated with a case study 
of an electric bicycle implemented in the MathWorks System Composer environment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Across industries, Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE) methods are becoming increasingly 

common in the management of the complexity of product design and development (PD&D) process in 

the digital age. While in the early days the benefits of digitisation of requirements and other PD&D 

documentation were commonly invoked for adoption, the rapid proliferation of variants and features 

offered with products, requiring faster development and validation, brought prominence to MBSE as 

an effective approach to manage the model-based design and development of complex systems. MBSE 

is important not just for the productivity benefits derived from requirements traceability and inter-

operability, but also for the facilitation of effective interdisciplinary collaboration in the design process 

required by the now ubiquitous cyber-physical systems and components.  

One of the major barriers with the large-scale adoption of MBSE methods and tools is the shortage of 

trained MBSE modellers. Achieving the paradigm shift for MBSE adoption requires a mass-scale 

transfer of the methods and tools to systems design practitioners in industry. This requires not just 

effective training, but also a significant evolution and transformation of the MBSE methods and tools 

to become more integrated with the "design thinking" and the ecosystem of methods and tools that are 

required to accomplish PD&D tasks. The increased digital integration of PD&D activities, with 

increased reliance on simulation-based validation of designs, offers a great potential for the adoption 

of the MBSE tools, as demonstrated by many examples (e.g. Zhang et al., 2022). However, consistent 

deployment of MBSE across multi-disciplinary systems with complex multi-physics behaviours is still 

a challenge that requires further development and adaption of methods. 

The Design Theory and Methodology (DTM) research has evolved over many decades to develop and 

refine methods that assist designers with diverse "designing" tasks and activities. While drawing out 

universal principles and methods has benefits for developing designing skills in engineers through 

education and training, careful attention was paid to how the methods would apply to different domains 

to ensure consistency and productivity. Bringing some of the important kernels behind the DTM 

methods has great potential to enhance the effectiveness and applicability of MBSE methods. Functional 

modelling has been recognised by both DTM and MBSE research communities as being of crucial 

importance for driving systems engineering modelling and development. Functional modelling has been 

long discussed in the DTM research with a plethora of methods being developed (see Tomiyama et al., 

2009 for a review), and criteria for evaluating and benchmarking function models well established 

(Summers et al, 2017). Guidance for practitioners have also been developed in the form of heuristics, to 

improve the consistency of the models developed by practitioners (Otto and Wood, 2001).  

In the case of MBSE, the common methodologies for function modelling methodologies revolve around 

software modelling tools available in Systems Modelling Language - SysML (OMG, 2019), including: 

activity diagrams, sequence diagrams and state machine diagrams. The most common approach revolves 

around extraction of functional requirements directly from activity diagrams. The consideration of 

functions as activities is useful as it enables a broader multidisciplinary engagement in the capture of 

functions and requirements, directly associated with the consideration of use cases describing the way 

the users interact with the system of interest. Functions are then allocated to components as design 

solutions for achieving the functions, thus providing the physical architecture (PA) of the system, 

without the need for a functional architecture (FA) to be defined. While this provides an effective way to 

manage the requirements, it often limits the use (e.g. for performance simulation) and re-use (e.g. for 

product variants and generations) of the model. As a function modelling method, this approach fails 

several of the criteria defined for the functional models and representations (Summers et al, 2013), in 

particular consistency. Sequence diagrams and state machine models can provide more consistent 

models, but their application is limited in relation to systems that have significant physical behaviour. 

Significant effort in MBSE research has recently been put towards for the development of better 

frameworks for functional modelling (Drave et al, 2020), mostly based on using SysML to model 

functions as operations with functions-as-blocks representations. This has been driven by the need to 

support: (i) the re-use of the MBSE models for Product Generation Engineering (Albers et al. 2020); 

(ii) model-based design assurance PD&D activities, such as FMEA (Pearce & Friedenthal, 2013) or 

safety analysis (Biggs et al, 2018), which are underpinned by the system's FA; and (iii) the integration 

of MBSE with system performance or physical behaviour simulation in modelling environments such 

as Simulink, which are based on mathematically rigorous functional blocks, requiring greater 
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consistency from the MBSE models. There are many good examples from academic and industry 

practice (e.g. Hao Yang et al., 2021; Forlingieri & Weilkiens, 2022). However, the methodology 

illustrated in these examples builds on function analysis driven by the known system structure.  

There is still a gap in guiding the solution agnostic functional decomposition and architecting in 

MBSE across multiple levels of abstraction. This paper aims to address this gap by investigating the 

way of transferring rigorous function modelling approaches developed through DTM research to 

MBSE. In particular, this paper focuses on representations of functions defined as operations on flows, 

based on an analogy with the Systems State Flow Diagram-SSFD (Yildirim et al, 2019), and the use of 

flow heuristics as defined by Otto and Wood (2001) to guide practitioners with developing functional 

models. The MathWorks System Composer is used as MBSE modelling environment for the case 

study employed to illustrate the proposed method. The contributions of the paper are as follows: 

1. Introduce a methodology for function modelling in MBSE based on function flow heuristics in 

conjunction with use-case analysis, to support solution agnostic FA, in relation to the level of 

resolution of the analysis; 

2. Illustrate the methodology with a case study of an electric bicycle (e-bike); 

3. Discuss directions for further research to improve consistency of function modelling in MBSE. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces a review of related literature; Section 3 

outlines the research methodology, while Section 4 introduces the demonstration of the case on the e-

bike; Section 5 concludes the paper with discussion. 

2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1 Overview of function modelling methods 

The flow-based function modelling methodology of Pahl et al. (2007) has set the basis for various 

well-established modelling schemes in many engineering disciplines including Stone and Wood 

(2000) and Ulrich and Eppinger (2003). The crux of this methodology is to decompose the main 

function of a system into subfunctions along with the definition of associated input and output flows of 

energy, material and signal (information). There are many variations of this methodology. For 

example, the Integration DEfinition for Function modelling-IDEF0 (Buede, 2009), extended Pahl's et 

al. (2007) methodology by complementing the inputs and the outputs flows of material, energy, and 

information with flows for “controls” and “mechanisms”. Functions can also be represented in terms 

of state transitions as in the Contact and Channel Approach - C&C2-A (Matthiesen and Ruckpaul, 

2012) where a state is defined when system variables take a constant value. A sequence of at least two 

states determines function of a system. The definition of a function requires at least two Working 

Surface Pairs (WSP), Connecting Channel Support structure (CSS), and at least two connectors. A set 

of WSPs and CSSs constitutes a sequence, and functions of the system can be defined by relating a 

state to other sequences. Some approaches using the concept of “behaviour” in function modelling 

(e.g. Object–Process Methodology - OPM of (Dori, 2016)) and also represent functions of a system in 

terms of state transitions. Eisenbart et al. (2016) introduced an integrated function modelling (IFM) 

approach, providing a functional model of a system with reference to the views of use case, state, 

interaction, actor, effect, and process flow.  

Yildirim et al. (2017) introduced System State Flow Diagram (SSFD) as a systematic approach for 

function modelling underpinned by a state-based representation of the flows through a complex 

system. The flow heuristics of Otto & Wood (2001) have been adapted and enhanced to guide the 

practitioners in carrying out function analysis and decomposition of complex systems systematically. 

Campean et al. (2018) discussed the use of the SSFD in nested function modelling within use cases of 

a system and with consideration of the multi-level architecture of a system.   

2.2 Overview of function modelling in MBSE 

The use and benefits to industry from MBSE methodologies have been discussed, e.g. by Estefan (2008) 

and Estefan & Weilkiens (2022), with some examples of successful implementation (Davey, 2022). 

SysML (OMG, 2019), as the most prevalent MBSE tool in academia and industry (Albers and Zingel 

2013; Lu et al, 2018), provides a variety of pre-defined diagrams to be used in model-based development 

of multidisciplinary systems. Behaviour diagrams of SysML enable to capture functional requirements of 

a system across its lifecycle use cases which are represented in a use case diagram showing the 
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functionality of a system to achieve various goals via actors. State machine diagrams, sequence diagrams 

and activity diagrams serve to the realization of these use cases. State machine diagrams, originating in 

Harel's (1987) state charts, provide a representation of states as blocks, with lines denoting transitions 

between states. While state machine diagrams focus on the states for function modelling of a system, 

activity diagrams provide a different perspective into the functions of a system by relating activities to 

the flow of inputs, outputs, and controls. Activity diagrams also support the implementation of Enhanced 

Functional Flow Block Diagram, commonly used in systems engineering (Weilkiens, 2006). The focus 

of sequence diagrams is to map message-based information interactions between a system and its actors. 

While these diagrams are used in the description of the flow of control in terms of messages, they also 

have the potential of representing the flow of material and energy (Friedenthal et al., 2012).  

Numerous scholars intended to improve practical applicability of DTM function modelling approaches 

by integrating them with SysML. Eisenbart et al. (2015) aimed to provide a basis for this by introducing 

a comparison between the IFM framework and SysML. Zingel et al. (2012) combined C&C²-A with 

SysML with the aim of enhancing capabilities of C&C²-A in function modelling of technical systems.  

Grobshtein and Dori (2011) focused on creating synergies between SysML and OPM based on their 

respective strengths and weaknesses by introducing automatic generation of several SysML views from 

an OPM model.  While SysML has been used as a de-facto standard since 2006, OPM has been 

published as ISO 19450 in 2014 to be used for producing conceptual models at various extents of detail. 

Some scholars modified SysML behaviour diagrams at various degrees in order to enhance their 

capabilities in the capture of functional requirements. Sequence diagrams seem to be the most affected 

diagram in this case. Zingel et al. (2012) used sequence diagram in the introduction of a test case by 

representing the flow of energy with respective function requirements articulated in verb+noun form 

between actors of a system. Zhu et al. (2019) proposes a similar methodology in the extraction of 

functions from sequence diagrams. Both Zingel et al. (2012) and Zhu et al. (2019) also introduced the 

development of function-based models from activity diagrams. The Enhanced Sequence Diagram - 

ESD (Yildirim and Campean, 2020) augments traditional sequence diagrams with flows / exchange-

based information. The ESD provides a rigorous and information rich graphical representation as a 

strong basis for functional requirements extraction from multiple use case analysis. 

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The following sections describe our proposed framework for function modelling in MBSE. The 

framework focuses on a top-down system decomposition and modelling, with implementation 

illustrated in the MathWorks System Composer (SC). The objective is to develop a function modelling 

framework to assist engineers with the analysis of a system on function blocks, starting with the higher 

levels of abstraction, and consideration of function analysis / architecture first, to maintain a solution 

agnostic model. The intent is also to facilitate the development of executable MBSE models that can 

be directly simulated at various level of nested architecture development.  

3.1 Functions as operations 

As discussed in Section 2.1, the state transition / transformation paradigm is common for multiple 

function modelling approaches. Using the SSFD framework as reference, states are conceptualised in 

relation to an object with measurable attributes, represented in a box, and function are defined as state 

transition (see Figure 1.a). Block components can be used in SysML to represent multiple conceptual 

entities, including functions as well as components (MathWorks, 2022), as shown in Figure 1.b and 

1.c, respectively, based on SC. The ports of a function block denote the inputs and outputs to the 

block. In SC these are specified using stereotypes that include the measurable attributes, similar to the 

description of states in SSFD. Thus, the SC Function block in Fig 1.b, including an input state and an 

output state, is a model equivalent to the SSFD representation in Fig 1.a. An allocation in SC 

establishes a directed relationship from architectural elements (including components and ports) in FA 

to architectural elements in PA. The concept of "component" in SC allows the allocation of functions 

to components through ports, as shown in Fig 1.c. where the same input and output states of function 

in Figure 1.b are allocated to the component/subsystem. 

Representing functions as operations on flows supports engineers with the correct capture of the 

functional requirement, with specification of transformation directly related to the states, i.e. 

"transform object <input state> to object <output state>", as per the SSFD guidance.  
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a. SSFD function representation b. SC Function Block c. SC Component Block 

Figure 1. SSFD and SC function representation 

3.2 Development of function models using flow heuristics 

MBSE and DTM approach functional decomposition from different perspectives.  

In DTM, function modelling based on operations on flows focuses on describing "the way of 

achievement" through function chains within a device-centric view (Chandrasekaran and Josephson, 

2000). As a way of guiding the practitioner to develop models for complex systems, Otto and Wood 

(2001) have introduced three flow heuristics: (i) main (or dominant) flow - identifying the functional 

chain / structure associated with the achievement of the main function of the system; (ii) connecting 

flow - to introduce a flow (as function structure) of additional resources which needs to be “connected” 

to the main flow; (iii) branching flow - introduce bifurcating flows that create parallel function chains. 

Yildirim et al (2017) have also discussed the conditional fork / join node to denote either connecting 

or branching flows depending on logical or parametric conditions. 

In MBSE, function modelling is driven by the consideration of Use Cases (UC), where each UC 

describes how an actor (including user) interacts with the system and its context to achieve a desired 

goal or intent. The common approach is to use an activity-based decomposition to describe the UC. 

Capturing functions as operations would provide a more consistent function model, and using the main 

flow heuristic provides strong guidance. Focussing on the main UC goal, and using the SSFD logic, 

the functional requirement can be identified through defining the input and the outputs states. The 

function decomposition structure based on operations on flows is aided by the SysML behaviour 

modelling diagrams, in particular the activity diagram or sequence diagram.  

The main flow heuristic will be in many cases sufficient to capture the function sequence (as a linear 

chain) associated with a UC at the first level of decomposition. However, more complex UCs (which 

involve multiple flows associated with different chains of activities that together deliver the UC goal) 

or the synthesis of a system function model across multiple UCs, will require the combination of flow 

sequences corresponding to different UCs (or subcases of more complex UCs). This can be achieved 

either through the connecting or the branching flow heuristic, often involving logical conditions. 

3.3 Abstraction of function modules 

A common approach in MBSE is to allocate requirements (including functional requirements), 

captured from the analysis of activities, directly to Physical Architecture (PA) blocks, identified as the 

design solution for system. In many cases, multiple requirements / functions are allocated to the same 

design element. A proper FA is not always defined, given that the design analysis can be completely 

conducted based on the PA. The analysis at the next level in the system decomposition will start with 

each PA block / element, looking at how it can be decomposed in terms of logical and physical 

architecture to deliver all the requirements. While this provides strong traceability, the fundamental 

problem is that the MBSE models are always solution dependent (describing how the chosen physical 

architecture delivers the functions). This not only contradicts the stated principle that the function 

architecture should always be considered first, but it also brings several problems for systems 

engineering practice. If variants of a product have different allocation of functions to PA, this means 

that each variant will have its own MBSE model. While in most cases this can be managed by the 

MBSE software through complex requirements management solutions, it does make interchangeability 

more difficult to visualise and check. This will have an immediate implication for the PD&D Project 

Management (PM) task allocations. Depending on the function allocation to PA, some functions and 

requirements will be the responsibility of one team for Variant A, whereas for Variant B they will be 

allocated to another team, which will not be an acceptable PD&D PM practice. Not having a proper 

FA will have further consequences including problems with carrying out simulation based on the 

MBSE model, and supporting FMEA and safety analysis from the generated MBSE model. 

Decomposition of function models through different levels of abstraction is not straightforward in 

DTM research either. The DSM approach has been widely used for development of modules, but this 
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implies that PAs need to be considered. This is feasible (Li et al., 2021), but it does require significant 

concurrent effort on the analysis of the whole manifold of possible solutions.  

This paper proposes a much simpler approach, intended to support the representation of the functional 

models based on the topological analysis of the function model, guided by two main principles:  

1. A series of sequence of operations on a flow can be abstracted in a single functional block 

(Functional Architecture - FA), allocated to a main block in the PA; for longer sequences, 

multiple blocks can be considered if common functionality can be abstracted; and  

2. Connecting or branching flows associated with separate sequences (which could involve series of 

operations) will normally require a separate design element to perform the operation; in practice, 

this functional interface element could be associated with a main block in the PA, depending on 

the architecture choice. However, for the FA representation it is recommended that functional 

coupling elements are kept as a separate function element.  

3.4 Proposed MBSE functional modelling methodology 

Figure 2 illustrates the integration of the proposed MBSE function modelling methodology, with the 

recommended methodological steps indicated on the diagram.  

• Step 1: use case analysis and the development of a system use case diagram;  

• Step 2: focuses on the development of a functional model based on the flow heuristics. The 

recommendation is to develop independent functional sequence models (as FAs) for each UC 

based on the main flow heuristic (as sub-steps, 2.1), followed by the integration into a whole 

system functional model by using the connecting and branching flow heuristics (sub-step 2.2);  

• Step 3: abstraction of the function modules using the principles described above;  

• Step 4: development of a Physical Architecture (PA) coupled with the FA; in SC this normally 

involves the use of the allocation editor (4.1), followed by the representation of the PA (4.2). Given 

that detailed functional chains are available from UC-guided application of flow heuristics (2.2), the 

PA can be further decomposed to show the inner structure of the component blocks (4.3).  

 

Figure 2. Proposed MBSE functional modelling framework 

4 E-BIKE CASE STUDY 

Figure 3 illustrates the flow of the methodology applied to an electric bicycle (e-bike) case study.  

Step 1 - Use Case (UC) Analysis: For the purpose of this case study we have considered a simplified set 

of use cases defined from the user perspective (see Figure 3) including: (i) UC1: pedal e-bike, where the 

e-bike is used like a normal push-bike; (ii) UC2: pedal e-bike with (electric) power assistance; this 

includes two main activities, associated with the provision of power assist (as additional resource flow 

for propulsion) by the e-bike system (UC2.1) and the user interaction with the system to request power 

assistance, i.e. the user control of the feature (UC2.2); and (iii) UC3: charge e-bike. 

Step 2 - Develop the Functional Architecture (FA) using Flow Heuristics: In the first instance 

(Step 2.1 in Figure 3), we consider the development of a FA for each of the UCs, based on the 

decomposition of activities as function flows via main flow heuristic, showing the "way of 

achievement" as function flows (illustrated by UCs 1, 2.1, 2.2 and 3 in Figure 3). In the following Step 

2.2 (Figure 3), a unified FA is assembled by using the other flow heuristics, in particular the 

connecting flow heuristic and conditional fork/join node in this example. This operation is facilitated 

by the analysis of the states involved in the definition of functions blocks. For example, the final 

function block of UC 3 refers to the same energy flow as the first function block of UC 2.1, shown in 
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red frame. This provides a basis for the connection of these flows, around the same function block 

"Store Energy (DC)". It should be noted that this connection is conditioned by the value of attributes, 

to ensure that charging is not permitted while riding. Similarly, the function block "Convert DC to 

AC" appears on both the function flows associated with UC 2.1 and UC 2.2, highlighted with blue 

frame. These two function flows can be combined by using the connecting flow heuristic, on the 

"Convert AC to DC" function block.  

 

Figure 3. The flow of the methodology, illustrated in Figure 3, based on an e-bike 

Finally, in order to deliver the user required functionality of UC2 (pedal e-bike with power assistance), 

we need to combine the output of final function block of UC1 (Torque_mechanical) with the final 

function block output of UC2.1 (Torque_electrical) - shown in dotted frame. This requires the 

introduction of a new functional block to perform the coupling, applying the connecting flow heuristic. 
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This is shown in Figure 3 as "combine torque" function block (this would have been represented by a 

fork node in a SSFD representation). 

Step 3 - Synthesis / Abstraction of Function Architectures: The derived function model includes a 

detailed analysis of the flows resulting in a complex function structure. This FA model can be further 

abstracted by defining function modules as higher-level functions, based on the principles outlined in 

Section 3.3. Specifically, functions that are part of a serial function structure can be conveniently 

abstracted into a higher-level function, as shown in Figure 3. For example, function blocks of UC 1 are 

allocated to "Convert Rider Input to Torque at Rear Wheel" function block which takes the input of the 

first function block and the output of the last function block of UC 1 as the input and the output, 

respectively. The architecture for this high-level function is articulated in a generic way as "Pedal Drive 

System (PDS)" in Figure 3. This promotes the consideration of different architecture solutions to the sub-

function blocks (preserved as separate function blocks) associated with combinations of flows. 

Step 4 - Allocation of FA to Physical Architecture (PA): An allocation in SC establishes a directed 

relationship between FA elements (including components and ports) and PA elements. In the case of 

the allocation of multiple FA elements of the e-bike, the allocation editor of SC allows to allocate FA 

elements to PA elements (Step 4.1). This facilitates consideration of multiple physical architecture 

options, which may be associated with different technologies. The allocation table in Figure 3 shows 

the allocation of high-level function blocks defined in Step 3 to conceptually defined physical 

elements; for example, the Pedal Drive System (PDS) to "Convert Rider Input to Torque at Rear 

Wheel" (high level) function block. On this basis, in Step 4.2 high-level PA blocks are shown based 

on these allocations. The allocation editor encompasses the whole FA and PA elements in a way that 

they can be decomposed into sub-elements. E.g., Step 4.3 shows the PDS, a PA element (high level), 

can be decomposed into sub-PA elements based on the initial UC 1 function structure.  

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper discussed a methodology for the development of solution agnostic function architectures in 

MBSE, based on integrating the well-founded approaches from DTM function modelling practice into 

the MBSE process flow, implemented in the MathWorks System Composer (SC) environment. SC 

was used as preferred modelling environment because of the broader goal of the research to 

systematically integrate MBSE multi-level complex systems modelling with the system simulation in 

Simulink / Simscape to support robustness focussed virtual verification and validation. A robustness 

focussed verification plan aims to demonstrate that function failure modes are avoided in test cases 

defined to represent uncertain operating conditions. Therefore, verification planning is necessarily 

underpinned by function failure reasoning, which in turn is driven by the functional models of the 

system (Campean et al, 2013). Solution agnostic FAs at a given level of resolution in a system 

decomposition also supports the generation of re-usable specifications for verification methods, as 

well as delivering the PD&D benefits discussed in Section 1.  

The proposed methodology builds upon emerging trends in SysML to model functions as operations 

with representation of functions as blocks (e.g. Drave et al, 2020), and introduces a systematic 

methodology based on the operations on flows heuristics of Otto & Wood (2001).  

The e-bike case study has provided a meaningful illustration of the key elements of the methodology. 

Firstly, the independent modelling of use cases with function structures based on the main flow 

heuristic is useful as it supports the analyst to capture the model for each use case. This might require 

the decomposition of the UC into sub-cases e.g. based on major activities, as illustrated by the "ride e-

bike with power assistance" UC. The development of function sequences ensures the consistency (or 

mathematical correctness as a first order logic model) of the functional model and the associated 

requirements captured, essential if the execution of the model is desired. By contrast, the common 

practice of direct mapping of requirements to the PA makes the subsequent derivation of function 

models more difficult and often inconsistent with the executable model purpose. 

The flow heuristics were then used to combine the function structures developed for the individual 

UCs. The case study has illustrated the value of the identification of flows and input/output states, as 

this has provided a basis for connecting function flows, either through concatenation (UC3 + UC2.1) 

or connecting different flows (UC2.1 + UC2.2) for achieving a function. We have also illustrated the 

use of the connecting flow heuristic via a new function to combine energy flows (UC1 + UC2.1). This 
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is not an exhaustive list, and further research to establish a complete set of methods for implementing 

the flow heuristics is still needed.  

The abstraction of function structures into simpler function modules has been also illustrated, 

providing a compact function model, that can be argued that contains the sufficient set of functions for 

delivering the functionality of the system across the set of use cases considered. Demonstrating the 

invariance of this FA model in relation to the architecture choices at lower levels of resolution requires 

further consideration of other UCs and features of the e-bike.  

The allocation of FA and PA in SC was also illustrated in Figure 3, also showing the nested 

decomposition of FA / PA into subsystems. As the subsystem models are further defined, the SC model 

of the e-bike could be executed in Simulink or Simscape, with parameters representative of the different 

UC scenarios, towards the robustness verification of the system. Development of further features or 

variants of the system can be easily added, fast-tracking the verification and validation of systems. This 

suggests that the proposed methodology can leverage automation and computation to support simulation 

of the system dynamic behaviour by providing a thread of data flow from use cases to physical 

architecture on the basis of the definition of measurable parameters on the functional model. This 

provides a foundation for the evolution of the developed MBSE based model into a comprehensive 

model-based environment incorporating robustness focussed verification and validation. 

Further work will focus on demonstrating the integration with simulation modelling for robustness 

testing, and the further validation of the proposed methodology, in particular in relation to scalability. 
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